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Section 0: Disclaimer
1. SMB TRAINING is NOT a Broker Dealer. SMB Training engages in trader education and training. SMB TRAINING offers a number of
products and services, both electronic (over the internet through smbtraining.com) and in person. SMB TRAINING also offers
web-based, interactive training courses on demand.

2. The seminars given by SMB TRAINING are for educational purposes only. This information neither is, nor should be construed, as
an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell securities. You shall be fully responsible for any investment decision you make, and
such decisions will be based solely on your evaluation of your financial circumstances, investment objectives, risk tolerance, and
liquidity needs.

3. This material is being provided to you for educational purposes only. No information presented constitutes a recommendation by
SMB TRAINING or its affiliates to buy, sell or hold any security, financial product or instrument discussed therein or to engage in any
specific investment strategy. The content neither is, nor should be construed as, an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy, sell, or
hold any securities. You are fully responsible for any investment decisions you make. Such decisions should be based solely on your
evaluation of your financial circumstances. Such decisions should be based solely on your evaluation of your financial circumstances,
investment objectives, risk tolerance and liquidity needs.

4. SMB Training and SMB Capital Management, LLC are separate but affiliated companies.

5. No relevant positions

6. Please note: Hypothetical computer simulated performance results are believed to be accurately presented. However, they are not
guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without any notice. Hypothetical or simulated performance
results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading.
Since, also, the trades have not actually been executed; the results may have been under or over compensated for the impact, if any,
of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and commissions. Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the
fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any portfolio will, or is likely to achieve
profits or losses similar to those shown. All investments and trades carry risks."



Section 1: About Me

● Trading options for about 7 years

● Prefer delta-neutral, short vol strategies

● Designed many options strategies for small and large 
accounts

● Make a living trading, teaching, and mentoring

● Launching asset management firm focused on options 
trading
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Section 2: Why yet another webinar on vol?

● Easily the most important part of options trading

● Easily the most poorly understood part of options trading

● Misconceptions and poor teaching abound

● Has the potential to wipe out accounts
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Section 3: What is “vol” anyway?

Two types of volatility:

1. Historical Volatility (HV) AKA Realized Vol
2. Implied Volatility (IV)
**For the rest of the presentation, we will be talking about Implied Volatility ONLY



Section 3: What is “vol” anyway?

In layman’s terms, implied volatility is the likelihood 
of future movement in the underlying as represented 
by the amount of extrinsic value in an option.



Section 3: What is “vol” anyway?

To put it another way, if implied volatility were zero 
(meaning no expectation of underlying movement in 
the future), there would be zero extrinsic value in 
the option (since we already know exactly where the 
underlying will be in the future). 



Section 3: What is “vol” anyway?

An example:

Underlying ABC is trading at $100. The ATM 
straddle is priced at $5.00.

Underlying XYZ is trading at $100. The ATM 
straddle is priced at $8.00.



Section 3: What is “vol” anyway?

XYZ options are priced to reflect an assumption that 
at expiration, the underlying will be $8.00 away from 
its current price. ABC options are implying a $5.00 
move by expiration. XYZ is carrying a higher implied 
volatility, despite both carrying coin flip odds of 
movement higher vs. lower. 



Section 3: What is “vol” anyway?

Another example: 
XYZ (currently $100 spot price) ATM Straddle is priced at $8.00 ($4.00 ATM put + 
$4.00 ATM call). 20% OTM put priced at $1.00. 

ATM put option implying a $96.00 expiration. However, 20% OTM option is 
trading for $1.00, implying that there is a possibility of the stock closing at $80.00 
by expiration. That’s a MUCH bigger move. Therefore, the OTM option is carrying 
a much higher implied vol than the ATM option. Generally speaking, ATM vol will 
be the lowest and OTM vol will be higher (not always the case).



Section 3: What is “vol” anyway?

Another example: 
XYZ (currently $100 spot price) ATM Straddle is priced at $8.00 ($4.00 ATM put + 
$4.00 ATM call). 20% OTM put priced at $1.00. 

ATM put option implying a $96.00 expiration. However, 20% OTM option is 
trading for $1.00, implying that there is a possibility of the stock closing at $80.00 
by expiration. That’s a MUCH bigger move. Therefore, the OTM option is carrying 
a much higher implied vol than the ATM option. Generally speaking, ATM vol will 
be the lowest and OTM vol will be higher.

**This could easily lead to a conversation about skews and smiles and smirks, which we’re not going to have 
here. It’s too much of a rabbit hole for this presentation.
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Section 4: What is Vega?

Textbook version: 

Vega is the measurement of an option's sensitivity to changes in 
the volatility of the underlying asset. Vega represents the amount 
that an option contract’s price changes in reaction to a 1% change 
in the implied volatility of the underlying asset.



Section 4: What is Vega?

Better version:

Vega represents the effect of supply and demand on your position. 
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$1.00 because implied volatility went up.
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Conventional teaching says this:

If my vega reading is +100, and IV goes up by 1 point, I’ll make 
$1.00 because implied volatility went up.

(But what does that MEAN?)



Section 4: What is Vega?

A more thorough and direct version of what happened:

Your vega reading was +100. Option prices caught a bid 
somewhere in the chain (supply/demand imbalance) driving up 
prices for all the options enough to imply a future volatility level 1 
point higher. Since you’re holding net long options (positive vega), 
you benefited to the tune of $100. Because you had positive vega, 
yes, but more directly, because you were holding long options that 
are now more expensive because demand just went up for options 
on that underlying.



Section 4: What is Vega?

One more example:

I own a hardware store in an island community. In this example, I’m also a dubious character, 
and quite morally inept. A customer comes in and buys 30 boxes of nails, which I find to be 
unusual given normal volume. I check the news to see if I can find out if something’s going on, 
and the breaking news (that I was late on) tells me that there’s a category 4 hurricane 
incoming in 3 days. I can now raise the price of wood and nails by roughly 100% and probably 
still sell all of my wood and nails. That’s analogous to a rise in implied volatility. I wouldn’t just 
raise the price of that one kind of nail that my customer bought. I know that EVERYONE now 
needs nails, so I jack the price on nails, tacks, staples, etc.
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Q: So is Vega even predictive?

A: Kind of, and sometimes. If we say that we’re holding +100 vega 
on XYZ, and we see that XYZ IV just went up by 1 point, did we 
make $100? Probably not. The strikes we are holding may not 
have gone up by 1. They may have gone up by 2. They may have 
gone up by 10. They may have gone DOWN by 1. Since all strikes 
do not change by an equal amount we can’t use vega as a hard 
and fast predictive measure of risk. 
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Audience participation question:

What is the one IV change that is always predictable?
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Section 4: What is Vega?

Audience participation question:

What is the one IV change that is always predictable?

…………..

At expiration, IV will be zero! If you got it right, congratulations!



Section 4: What is Vega?

So how to actually use vega?

Suggestion: 

Through backtesting and forward testing, measure your predicted PnL against actual 
PnL attributable to changes in IV (i.e. remove delta movement PnL and theta PnL, and 
take the remaining PnL) to get an idea of the actual vega vs. stated vega. Use that 
number as a ROUGH idea of how the portfolio is likely to react to changes in the 
benchmark IV rate (e.g. VIX for SPX trades, RVX for RUT trades, etc.) 



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

Preface:

Everything we’ve covered so far can be completely ignored if we can all just agree on 
one thing: like almost every other thing in the world (except water - why do we pay so 
much for bottled water, the same stuff that literally falls from the sky several times per 
week?), options prices are driven entirely by supply and demand. The implied volatility 
levels are derived from the market prices, which are derived from the market forces of 
supply and demand.

We’ll now look at human behavior regarding supply and demand (and thus, IV).



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

Scenario: 

Possible zombie activity going on. It’s too early to tell for sure, but there 
are definitely some folks out there acting more than a little crazy, and 
some guy in Florida was eating another guy’s face in the middle of the 
freeway (by the way, that actually happened).
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Effect: Heightened fear. Increase in gun sales, just in case.
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Cause: Possible zombie activity

Effect: Heightened fear. Increase in gun sales, just in case.

Jane has been enjoying seeing her portfolio rise day after day, and has just seen a dip of 1.5% after a 
few down sessions. She’s a little nervous, but reminds herself that the market does indeed fluctuate. 
Nothing to worry about. She will just keep an eye on it for a bit. She considers buying some puts for 
protection, but can’t justify paying the price to hedge what is surely just a blip. She does a check on 
company fundamentals and comes to the conclusion that everything is fine for now.



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

One week later: 

Zombie situation getting worse, quickly. Lots of mysterious deaths in 
town lately. Lots of weird sounds at night. Aunt Marlene is not 
answering her phone, despite calling you every other day since 1986. 



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

Cause: Zombie situation worsening.

Effect: Shotguns and ammo in high supply. Stores are starting to 
price gouge a bit. Uptick in baseball bat sales as well. 
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Cause: Zombie situation worsening.

Effect: Shotguns and ammo in high supply. Stores are starting to 
price gouge a bit. Uptick in baseball bat sales as well. 

Jane is really starting to get worried now. Her portfolio is starting to take a hit now, and the SPX has 
broken its 20 and 50 day moving averages. This could be getting ugly. She once again contemplates 
buying some puts, but they are now really expensive. She sits on her hands for now, hoping that the 
market rebounds. The permabears bought their puts 7 years ago, the institutions bought last week, 
and the more savvy retail traders are now buying them as well. 



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

Scenario: 

Your town has officially become ground zero for zombie apocalypse. 
Marlene was spotted a few miles away eating your mother-in-law, in 
broad daylight no less. Almost all of the guns have been bought and 
are being hoarded by terrified residents at this point.



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

Cause: Your town is now under attack by a zombie horde.

Effect: Price of shotguns and ammo have risen by a factor of 
10,000. Baseball bats and axes are selling for $10,000 each. You’re 
willing to shell out thousands for a 1970s revolver, because hell, 
at least it’s a firearm, amiright?



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

Cause: Your town is now under attack by a zombie horde.

Effect: Price of shotguns and ammo have risen by a factor of 
10,000. Baseball bats and axes are selling for $10,000 each. You’re 
willing to shell out thousands for a 1970s revolver with a tendency 
to jam, because hell, at least it’s a firearm, amiright?

Fear has peaked, and now Jane is facing down the barrel of losing her entire portfolio, margin calls, 
etc. She goes to buy puts, kicking herself for not buying them sooner. Which puts will she buy? The 
cheapest ones she can of course. A put is a put! She settles for 10DTE 20% OTM puts for an 
exorbitant price, but at least she can sleep for another 10 days. 



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

Important takeaways so far:

1. When short-term panic hits, people want puts, and they want them 
NOW.

2. They don’t want to shell out tons and tons of money, they want to 
buy as many puts as they can as cheaply as possible. 

3. Demand EXPLODES for front month puts. IV soars to the 
stratosphere. 



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

At this point in the zombie metaphor, two things can unfold:

1) The town successfully fights off the zombie horde

2) The zombies eventually devour the town



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

At this point in the zombie metaphor, two things can unfold:

1) The town successfully fights off the zombie horde
*whatever the catalyst for the market downturn, it seems to be a short-term catalyst, 
and the bull cycle can continue

2) The zombies eventually devour the town

**The market has not recovered and participants are realizing that the contagion that 
brought the market down initially is likely to spread and get worse. 



Section 5: Zombie Apocalypses and Shotguns

Using those two market scenarios, the following things will happen:

1) Put premium will deflate, contango will resume, and it’s business 
as usual. Hope you sold your shotguns and baseball bats in time, 
because now no one wants them anymore!

2) Not only do short-term puts stay inflated, but now long-term puts 
start inflating too as the entire vol curve rises. (The whole country 
is now buying cannons and RPGs and building stone walls to 
prepare for the true zombie apocalypse)



Section 6: Crash Examples

Flash Crash: May 6, 2010



Section 6: Crash Examples

Flash Crash: May 6 2010 (ATM IV)

DTE Short (16) Short-Mid(44) Mid (72) Mid-Long (107) Long (135)

Pre-Crash 23.92 22.77 23.41 24.46 24.87

Peak Crash 31.25 (+7.33) 28.53 (+5.76) 28.22 (+4.81) 28.29 (+3.83) 28.16 (+3.29)

Post Crash 26.39 (-4.86) 25.19 (-3.34) 25.52 (-2.70) 25.98 (-2.31) 26.38 (-1.78)

**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage 
and  commissions.
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Section 6: Crash Examples

Mini Crash: Aug 24, 2015

DTE Short (12) Short-Mid (30) Mid (58) Mid-Long (93) Long (121)

Pre-Crash 13.82 15.04 15.05 15.77 16.18

Peak Crash 54.65 (+40.83) 38.89 (+23.85) 32.00 (+16.95) 29.05 (+13.28) 27.73 (+11.55)

Post Crash 35.61 (-19.04) 29.16 (-9.73) 25.04 (-6.96) 23.21 (-5.84) 22.53 (-5.20)

**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage 
and  commissions.
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XIV Crash: Feb 5, 2018



Section 6: Crash Examples

XIV Crash: Feb 5, 2018

DTE Short (11) Short-Mid (29) Mid (64) Mid-Long (106) Long (134)

Pre-Crash 11.32 11.42 11.48 11.83 12.11

Peak Crash 72.67 (+61.35) 36.07 (+24.65) 26.62 (+15.14) 23.97 (+12.14) 22.95 (+10.84)

Post Crash 21.58 (-51.09) 18.23 (-17.84) 15.39 (-11.23) 15.26 (-8.71) 15.32 (-7.63)

**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage 
and  commissions.



Section 7: Second Order Greeks

Most people only pay attention to first order greeks, completely ignoring what happens to the 
greek profiles of their trades when option prices catch a bid (IV increases) or time passes.



Section 7: Second Order Greeks

Volatility Greeks:

Vomma - The ever increasing amount that your options must increase to imply additional 
points of future volatility. The vega of vega, basically. 

Example: Your put option currently worth $1.00 (which represents an IV of 22) carries a .30 
vega value, meaning that if demand increases for that put such that it’s now trading for 
$1.30, the implied vol level is now 23. However, vega now reads .35. Now that option must 
hit $1.65 to imply a future vol level of 24. And then vega reads .41. Etc. etc. etc. 



Section 7: Second Order Greeks

Volatility Greeks:

Vomma - The change in vega for a 1 point increase in IV. The “curvature” of the vega trend. 
The “gamma” of the vega (kind of). 

Option Price $1.00 $1.30 $1.65 $2.11 $2.75 $3.65 $4.90

Implied Vol 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Vega .30 .35 .46 .64 .90 1.25 1.70

Vomma .05 .11 .18 .26 .35 .45 .56

**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.



Section 7: Second Order Greeks

Volatility Greeks:

Ultima - A very small part of the ever increasing amount that your options must increase to 
imply additional points of future volatility. The vega of vomma, or put another way, the vega 
of the vega of the vega. 

Example: Your put option is currently worth $1.00 (IV of 22) and carries a 0.30 vega value 
and a 0.05 vomma value. Demand increases for that put such that it’s now trading for $1.30. 
(The implied vol level is now 23.) Vega now reads 0.35. (remember, vomma was 0.05.) Now 
that option must hit $1.65 to imply a future vol level of 24. At that point, vega reads 0.46, 
meaning that vomma has increased to 0.11. Why did it increase? Ultima.  



Section 7: Second Order Greeks

Volatility Greeks:

Ultima - The amount vomma changes with a 1 point increase in IV. I’m sure someone out 
there is tracking changes in ultima, but to my knowledge, there’s no name for that. 

Option Price $1.00 $1.30 $1.65 $2.11 $2.75 $3.65 $4.90

Implied Vol 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Vega .30 .35 .46 .64 .90 1.25 1.70

Vomma .05 .11 .18 .26 .35 .45 .56

Ultima .06 .07 .08 .09 .10 .11 .12

**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.



Section 7: Second Order Greeks

Volatility Greeks:

Vanna - What happens to your vega value when the underlying moves

Example: Your put option is currently worth $1.00 (IV of 22) and carries a 0.30 vega value 
and a delta of -0.25. Underlying moves down 10 points. Now your long put profited by $2.50 
from delta (ignoring gamma here…) and your new vega reading is 1.25. Your vega reading 
has increased by 0.95! Some of that is attributable to vomma, some to ultima, and the rest is 
attributable to Vanna. Vega is greatest ATM, so as the underlying moves toward your strike, 
vanna will be adding to your vega. There’s curvature here as well, which would be a 
third-order greek (the gamma of vanna), but I can’t seem to find a name for it.
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Section 7: Second Order Greeks

Why is this even important at all?

Since OTM long puts carry positive vega, vomma, vanna, and ultima, there are multiple 
compounding steps for each uptick in the VIX. VIX going from 10 to 18 is a big deal. That’s 8 steps 
of compounding. VIX going from 13 to 50 is ridiculous. That’s 37 steps of compounding. As an 
exercise, take $10 and a rate of return of 10%. Compounded 8 times, that $10 becomes $21.44. 
Compounded 37 times, it’s $340.04. Over ten times greater.

Scary to consider, but obviously, short put LOSSES compound in exactly the same fashion. 
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Underlying Movement Greeks:

Delta - You should already know about this one. But just in case… this is the amount you make (or 
lose) if the underlying rallies 1 point. 
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Underlying Movement Greeks:

Delta - You should already know about this one. But just in case… this is the amount you make (or 
lose) if the underlying rallies 1 point. 

Gamma - Again, most of us already know about and use this one, but just in case… this is the 
amount by which your delta changes with a 1-point rally in the underlying. This is the curvature 
(convexity/concavity) of your T+0 line. Smiley face = helpful gamma. Frowny face = harmful gamma.
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Underlying Movement Greeks:

Delta - You should already know about this one. But just in case… this is the amount you make (or 
lose) if the underlying rallies 1 point. 

Gamma - Again, most of us already know about and use this one, but just in case… this is the 
amount by which your delta changes with a 1-point rally in the underlying. This is the curvature 
(convexity/concavity) of your T+0 line. Smiley face = helpful gamma. Frowny face = harmful gamma.

Speed - This one is probably foreign to most option traders. It’s the change of gamma with 
movement in the underlying. Close to expiration, short gamma can add up quickly (due to color, a 
time/gamma greek) and really kill you. If speed is also against you, you’ll be losing on delta, your 
losses will be compounding with every point due to gamma, and your compounded loss amounts 
will be compounding due to speed. The trifecta present in vol greeks is present here too. 



Section 7: Second Order Greeks

Time Greeks:

Rather than covering time greeks, just know that time is the inverse of 
IV. As time to expiration decrease, it has the same general effect as IV 
decreasing.



Section 7: Second Order Greeks

If you only learn one thing today, let it be this:

Increases in IV push the clock backward 
and vice versa. 



Section 8: How to protect against crashes

In short, any short delta or long vol (or combo of the two) will provide some protection against 
a rapidly falling market. Let’s look at a handful of strategies and do some comparing.



Section 8: How to protect against crashes

Long Puts: 

Short delta, long gamma and speed (underlying movement trifecta), long vega, 
vomma, vanna (down to the strike), and ultima (underlying vol “quad”fecta) with 
unlimited gains, limited risk.

Easily the best thing to be holding in a crash. You want puts, puts, and more puts. You want your 
puts to get married and have little put babies that go out and plant gardens full of puts that then cast 
their seeds into the river to grow more puts. The only thing better than a put when the market is 
crashing is a put stupid spread (a vertical put spread with both legs long).

During the recent crash, I remember buying 2 puts for $8.00 about 20 points OTM at 1 day to 
expiration, and HATING the market for making me pay so much. I’d have to check the logs, but if I 
remember correctly, they expired over 100 points ITM the next day. Were those puts expensive? 
Nominally, yes. Based on realized volatility, they were extremely cheap. 



Section 8: How to protect against crashes

Long OTM Put Spreads/Short ITM Call Spreads: 

Short(ish) delta, long(ish) vega, limited gains, limited risk, able to modify R/R/P ratios, 
minimal second order greeks effect due to spreading. 

Not a bad thing to be holding during a crash, as you’re risking a small amount (in the case of OTM 
spreads) to make a larger amount. You won’t benefit from the huge move in vol though, as it 
actually changes the probability picture against you. That said, a 1-3DTE put spread 2SD out is a 
great return on risk if it expires ITM. Due to the nature of put skew, you’re almost always selling 
higher vol than you’re buying, so there’s that advantage as well. 



Section 8: How to protect against crashes

Put Diagonals

Variable greeks depending on strikes and expirations used

Tricky due to the horizontal skew factor (see zombie apocalypse section), but these can certainly 
work in your favor if structured properly. The crux is whether to be short shotguns and long walls, or 
short walls and long cannons. Lots of ways to get this wrong, but can work well if done right.  



Section 8: How to protect against crashes

Put Backspreads

Net long puts with short put verticals. All the benefits of net long puts with a possible 
risk in the short vertical. 

Depending on how you structure your spread, namely width and ratio, this can be a safe way to 
trade a crash. The goal here (IMO) is always to get the same benefit as buying a put, but lower the 
cost more than the amount you’re increasing the risk. 



Section 8: How to protect against crashes

Put Calendars

Not really long vega 

Due to the vol curve behavior we’ve already discussed, your front month shorts are going to blow up 
much harder than your back month longs, so it’s really net-net a fairly neutral vol position. Not bad 
for a softer correction though. 



Section 8: How to protect against crashes

Long VIX calls

A distant 2nd place 

Here’s the thing about using VIX calls. You’re buying calls on the /VX. What is the VX? It’s the 
assumed future level of the cash VIX at the settlement date. What is the cash VIX? It’s the 30DTE 
aggregate implied volatility level of the SPX. And there’s the rub. Even at expiration on the VIX 
options, you’re still basically holding 30d SPX IV. The gamma and vol behavior of a 30DTE option is 
far less explosive than a less-than-7-day option. Because everyone generally assumed that vol 
insanity probably will only last a few days, there’s an expectancy of reversion to mean baked into 
the prices. It’s not at all unusual for those VIX calls to trade for FAR LESS than INTRINSIC value 
relative to cash VIX in an event. To summarize that...



Section 8: How to protect against crashes

Long VIX calls

CASH VIX (VIX) = Daily measurement of 30 DTE SPX implied volatility

/VX future at 30 days until settlement = assumed cash VIX level 30 days from now 
(SPX 60 DTE IV, kind of)

30 DTE VIX options = 60DTE SPX vol
0 DTE VIX options = 30DTE SPX vol

Bottom line, if VIX = 50, the best thing you can have are SPX options that are 
extremely close-dated because yes, the VIX just exploded like a barrel of TNT, but 
those short-dated puts just exploded like a neutron bomb. 



Section 9: The Kennedy Hedge

What is it?

We’ve designed a hedge designed to be initiated for zero net cost that carries net long puts at all 
time to benefit (or hedge short vol portfolios) in a crash or vol event. It is structured to take 
advantage of the typical behaviors found during a volatility event or market crash. Included with 
course purchase is free private chat room access and course updates for life.



Section 9: The Kennedy Hedge

What is it?

We’ve designed a hedge designed to be initiated for zero net cost that carries net long puts at all 
time to benefit (or hedge short vol portfolios) in a crash or vol event. It is structured to take 
advantage of the typical behaviors found during a volatility event or market crash. Included with 
course purchase is free private chat room access and course updates for life.

How did it perform?

2018 XIV vol event - max profit per tranche was ~$17,000
2015 Aug vol event - max profit per tranche was ~
*2010 flash crash - max profit per tranche was ~

*due to less option granularity, the trade had to be modified for this period
**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.



What is it?

We’ve designed a hedge designed to be initiated for zero net cost that carries net long puts at all 
time to benefit (or hedge short vol portfolios) in a crash or vol event. It is structured to take 
advantage of the typical behaviors found during a volatility event or market crash. Included with 
course purchase is free private chat room access and course updates for life.

How did it perform?

2018 XIV vol event - max profit per tranche was ~$17,000
2015 Aug vol event - max profit per tranche was ~
*2010 flash crash - max profit per tranche was ~

Where can I learn more?
www.tacticalspreads.com/kennedy-hedge

Section 9: The Kennedy Hedge



**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.

2-lot position entered Jan 26th (does not have 
the benefit of ongoing campaign)

PnL: ($22)

Note that vega and delta are flat per the model



**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.

Friday afternoon (Jan 2nd)

PnL: $33

Note that vega has gone positive with the 
move lower. Your second order greeks in 
action here...



**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.

Tuesday morning.

PnL: $10,155

Note that all the greeks have aligned 
extremely heavily in the favor of the trade. 
That’s the double-trifecta (vol trifecta + 
underlying movement trifecta) we mentioned 
earlier. 

Also note that once a campaign has been built, 
PnL improves a great deal (high water mark on 
the hedge campaign was around $17,000 per 
lot)



Promotion:

Until the end of February, anyone that purchases a course from 
the site will also receive a free 30-minute one-on-one 
coaching/mentoring session.

Use Promo Code SMB18

Section 9: The Kennedy Hedge



What is it?

Another trade we designed to handle a very large amount of movement and volatility that can be 
morphed into a variety of free hedging structures or traded in and out as a pure income trade with 
a 2% RegT target and a $5,000 planned capital amount. Entry and exit triggers as well as detailed 
trade plans are provided. Free private chat room access for life is included at no additional charge. 

Section 10: SkyLine

**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.



What is it?

Another trade we designed to handle a very large amount of movement and volatility that can be 
morphed into a variety of free hedging structures or traded in and out as a pure income trade with 
a 2% RegT target and a $5,000 planned capital amount. Entry and exit triggers as well as detailed 
trade plans are provided. Free private chat room access for life is included at no additional charge.

How did it perform?

I entered a 25 lot ($125,000 planned capital) on 2/5/2018 (midday, before the massive vol blowup) 
and had to defend to the downside and exited 2/15/2018 for a small gain per the defense rules. 
This is the first instance I’ve ever had to defend the trade live. 

Section 10: SkyLine

**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.



What is it?

Another trade we designed to handle a very large amount of movement and volatility that can be 
morphed into a variety of free hedging structures or traded in and out as a pure income trade with 
a 2% RegT target and a $5,000 planned capital amount. Entry and exit triggers as well as detailed 
trade plans are provided. Free private chat room access for life is included at no additional charge.

How did it perform?

I entered a 25 lot ($125,000 planned capital) on 2/5/2018 (midday, before the massive vol blowup) 
and had to defend to the downside and exited 2/15/2018 for a small gain per the defense rules. 
This is the first instance I’ve ever had to defend the trade live. 

Where can I learn more?
www.tacticalspreads.com/skyline    (promotion applies to this course as well)

Section 10: SkyLine

**Please note that the prices and other statistics on this page  are hypothetical, and  do not reflect the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as liquidity, slippage and  commissions.

http://www.tacticalspreads.com/skyline


Section 11: Asset Management

Are you interested in these strategies, but don’t want to dedicate the time or energy to learning 
and managing the trades? We have several solutions available. Please reach out directly for 
more information. 

mwilliamson@williamson-financial.com



Want more?

Join the Tactical Spreads Slack group!

https://goo.gl/ssAnRV

● Live trade posts

● Trade idea generation and trade development channels

● Private, dedicated channels for all tactical spreads proprietary strategies (FruitFly, SkyLine, 
Kennedy Hedge, etc.)

● Free and public! 

https://goo.gl/ssAnRV


Thanks!

Thanks to Seth, the Options Tribe, SMB, and anyone that made it all the way to the end!

Please send any questions you have to matt@tacticalspreads.com


